
                                                       Low Roof & Hare Heads 

Unknown Stones 

Low Roof & Hare Heads 
Climbs - Lots 
Altitude 270m 
Faces Largely S and E but some N too. 
 
Other condition info:  
One of the many far flung areas around Brimham. A series of small outcroppings scattered across 
the south and east sloping edges of the moor. Problems mostly dry quickly and with good views 
across the Vale of York. Some of the rock is soft and needs respect but others have excellent 
crimpy grit. A nice little circuit and some 
tough cookies with room for some more 
development. All “new” problems recorded 
have probably been climbed before. 
Problems previously recorded with just a 
number have been given a name - because 
it’s easier. This is an attempt to record things 
in a complete manner. Names for the other 
blocks and their relation to each other is 
shown on the sector maps. 
 
The Low Roof and Hare Heads Sectors are 
separated by moorland with a puzzling 
network of minor paths. 
 
Parking and approach info:  
Park in layby (room for 6-7 cars but don’t 
leave valuables on view) and walk up the road a short way then follow a vague path up onto the 
moor. If the layby is full, park at the National Trust Car Park and walk in via Heart Shaped Slab 20 
Mins. If going to Hare Heads first then it is better to walk along the road and go up to the blocks. 
 

Low Roof Sector 
The majority of previously recorded or better 
known problems in the first section lie on the 
Low Roof itself. Names for the other blocks 
and their relation to each other is shown on 
the map. 

 
Blubber to Sperm Whale Blocks. 
 
1/ Blubber  f5+ 
SDS up the LHS of the blunt Arête. No ledge ! 
 
2. Elahw Mreps f6a+ 
Low traverse Right to Left on obvious sandy 

holds to Arête  
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3. Sperm Whale f6a 
Start with both hands on the flake 
traverse right to finish on the head of 
the Whale 
 

Low Roof Sector 
 

 

Low Roof. 
4. Moby Dick  f7a * 
Big traverse under roof 
on tiny holds finish up 
The Lone Deranger 
 
5. Ahab f7a+ * 
SDS Low crimp on Left 
Slap up blunt arête 
 
6. Ishmael f6a ** 
SDS Out RHS of Scoop 
on features to Arête 
 
7. Queequeg  f6a+ * 
SDS Off poor pocket and 
dubious edge up to 
arête  
 
8. The Lone Deranger f6c * 
SDS off low horizontal Jug Reach left to friable flake, sloper then top  
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Around to the right is the home of some crimp and sloper test pieces: 
 
9. Roofer f6c * 
SDS use broken slot 
then rugosities past 
break on undercut wall 
giving little credence to 
the old 6a grade. 
 
10. Born Slopey f7c * 
Start as previous 
problem but traverse 
slopers below break to 
hanging arête, cross 
deep crack and slap 
along sloping break 
 
11. Back Flip f7a+ * 
SDS use 2 slopers then 
fall back Left across deep crack to edges on lip then traverse left along lip to finish up P9 
 
12. Boomer f7a 
SDS slap up arête using gritty slopers 
Move right to finish up next Problem 
 
13. Elijah f7a+ * 
Same start as P 12 Slap left to pinch 
hanging arête then up 
 
 
 
 

Blunt Shark lurks just behind 

you: 

14. Harvey f7b ** 
SDS Move right and up sloping features  
direct to top 
 
15. Elwood P. Dowd f7a+ ** 
SDS Using low horizontal, up slopers to 
tricky fling for top 
 
16. Entry level f5+ * 
SDS up on crimps slap for break, finish up 
small crack 

 
17. Toothless f3 
SDS RHS on sandy flat holds to lip 
 
18. Blunt Shark f5+ * 
SDS  Up on Flatty, slap to runnel 
 
19. Shark Fin Soup f3 
SDS Left hand edge of bloc 
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Located at a lower level and, as it says, the : 
 

Roadside Roof 

20. Restless Natives  f6b * 
Up Scoop passing slopey ledges. Highball & 
Scary E1 5c. 
 
21. The Crack at the Back f3+ 
Like it says 
There is also a compelling highball line on the 
West side of the bloc which takes the double 
sloping ledges direct. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Back up the hill and right of 
Blunt Shark is: 
 

Nantucket 

22. Polpis Road  f2+ * 
Left to right traverse of the 
obvious break finish right round 
at the back of the block 
 
23. Wauwinet f2+ 
Up easy steps in middle of face  
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Swiss Tony          Found over to the right again 

 
24. Swiss Tony f7a+ * 
SDS over Roof. Worth a star for 
the gruesomeness of the finish. 
 
25. Swiss Tony Traverse f3+ * 
Low sloping break around the 
corner and up the arête 
 
26. Jeff f4 
Right of face 
 
27. Miranda f4 
Middle of face 
 
28. Ruth f3+ 
Left of face 
 
 

Crimpy Roof Sector 
This is a fairly complex area but the 
map opposite is a great help. 
If you are approaching from Low 
Roof Sector then continue up one 
of several tracks, slightly 
northwards, using Swiss Tony Block 
as a reference point. If you are 
heading to Crimpy Roof or 
Dolphin’s Nose it is better (as 
stated earlier) to go along the road 
and climb up through bracken 
straight to Crimpy Roof using the 
Tiny Slab as a reference point. 
 
Being set below the moor edge 
Crimpy roof and Dolphin’s Nose can 
be ok in fairly poor weather. 
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Retroclaimers 

Retroclaimers Traverse F4 
Left to right stepping up at the end. 
 
 
 

Delusional Rock 

2. Delusions of Grandeur F6a  
Long traverse of high gritty break finish in 
scoop at back of block. 
 

 
3. A suitable Case for Treatment F5 
SDS Up The crack and over the bulge 
 
4. The Prozac years F5+ 
Edges and flakes up wall  
 
5. Columbian Necktie F6c 
SDS up off rib and right on poor rock 
 
 
 
 
A bit further on is: 
 

 

The Fin 

5. Donkeys Knob F4+ 
Sit start, up the flakes and over the top for a big 
pull 

 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Gay Bar F4+ 
Double knee bar start and up the wall above  
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The Blob 

7. Bloodstone (CD6 P1) F5+ 
Grim problem up flake in roof to hideous 
finish 
 
8. Getting Blood Out of a Stone F6b 
Long traverse on lip  

 
9. Call of the Wig Hat F6a 
SDS as far back as possible, climb out using flake 
and crimp on lip 
 
10.  Modern Day Romance (CD6 P4) F5+ 
Climb up right to features on arête and up. 
 

 

The Blobling 

The adjacent block has nothing recorded. A classy 360 traverse of top break awaits a suitor 

 
 
 

Cyclops 

The next (and big) block. Descriptions begin on 
the south side 
 
11. SUPT. Mc Vitie (CD7 P1) F3+ 
Up Slabby wall on gritty rock Highball 
 
12. DCI Burke (CD7 P2) F7a+ 
SDS Climb left out of scoop using tiny razor 
hold 
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On the North side 
 
13. DI Ross (CD7 P3) F5+ 
The wall emerging from square recess 
between the boulders 
 
14. Lobo F8a 
Start in the pit, Up right avoiding 
plinth, traverse right on fading break 
finish on shelf 
 

15. Taggart F7b 
Lobo start, finish up Cyclops 
 
16. Cyclops F6a+ 
Straight up wall past hole 
 

17. Ten Traverse F7c+ 
Reverse Lobo finish at obvious jug above 
the pit. 
 
18. 5p 10p F7C 
Start as Ten traverse, finish up Cyclops 

 
 

Tiny Slab 

See approach descriptions. This little slab is a useful 
reference if coming direct to this part of the sector. 
 
Nothing recorded potential for a couple of smear test 
micro problems 
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Twin Towers 

Slightly further uphill than Crimpy 
Roof is this big double block 
All Highball problems with no 
descent route other than down 
climbing. 
 

19. Chip Pan Fire F4+ 
 
20. Burning Toast (CD8 P2) F4+ 
 
21.  Fire Alarm (CD8 P1) F5 
 
22. CD8 P4 Severe  : Trad Route 
Some potential for hard Highball problems either side of 22 

 
 

Crimpy Roof 

One half of the main event hereabouts and home to countless eliminates and variations.  Here’s 
where you get some payback for the hours spent on the finger board. 
 
23. Crimpy Roof F7b+ *** 
Start laying at the back with heel on a 
spur, Climb through short roof to 
crimps on lip. Power to break. Crimpy 

Roof RH As for Crimpy Roof but on 

getting the rail move right and get the 

edge/chip used on To Me To You with 

your RH, from here launch direct to the 

break. 
 
23a Crimpy Roof Stand F7a * 
From the lip crimp. 
 
24. To Me To You F7c+*** 
Same start as crimpy roof, then 
traverse the lip on small holds to gain poor sloper with RH then go up line of the arête to juggy 
break. 
 
25. To You Too F8a *** 
An extension of “To Me To You” finishing 
fully around the arête. 
 
26. Claret F7c  ** 

Start with crimp on arête and blade in roof, 
traverse left to finish as for Crimpy Roof 
 
Crimpy Link 8a+ ** 

Link To You Too into Crimpy Roof via a 

leftwards traverse and a drop down 
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Crimpy Roof Right 
27. Forced Entry Direct Start F6c * 
SDS Straight up from the plinth to the 
crack 
28. Crimp it Barry F7b+ * 
Roof just to left of Hare’s head crack to 
break. SDS on pinch and undercut. 
Long reach leads to poor holds and up. 
 
29. Hare’s Head Crack  (CD 9 P5) 
Severe 
 
30. Limp Crimp F6a+ 
Slabby wall using ledge and 2 crimps 
(No crack) 
 
31 & 32 Two of several project lines mentioned in CD and to the right.   33. Sloper Groper F4+  
Round the back somewhere. A direct highball line to right of Emerald Eye. 
 
 

Dolphin’s Nose 

This is the other half of 
the main event. Bring 
your best crimping and 
pocket pulling power. 
Many eliminates. 
 
34. Pod Wall F5 * 
Up rippled wall to left of 
the arête. 34a is up and 
traverse into this 
 
35. Fisherman's Friend 
F5+ * 
Start holding big thread, gain big sloper then rock up to seam.. Finish here 
 
36. Flipper F6b+ ** 
From thread traverse right along low ledge to finish as Sharkbait 
 
36a Porpoise Unknown 7a * (no line on topo) 
An eliminate starting the high traverse but reaching up. Start as for Fisherman's Friend moving right 

from the big sloper to the good crimp up and right (avoiding the Dolphins Nose rail) then the top slot. 

Finish as for Dolphins Nose.    The reachy sit start using a left hand side/pull jug and right hand crimp 

in a dish to pop for the starting jugs is 7a+ * 
 
37. Dolphin High Traverse F7b+ * 
Right to left traverse of mid height break on tiny holds to finish of Sharkbait – or try the reverse! 
Or reverse Flipper – or just keep going round. 
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38. Dolphin Roof Project 
As Dolphins Nose but straight up over roof. Dirty atm. Why not bring a shovel and clean it off. 
 
39 Dolphins Nose F6c+ ** 
SDS use big pockets and then 
crimps to reach the dolphin’s 
nose then up. The SDS form 
lowest crimps is The Big Green 
7a 
 
40 Bottleshnozz Direct 
Eliminate ??  
Link the crimps and on wards 
to Dolphin’s Nose. 
 
41 Bottleshnozz F6c * 
From the two crimps on Flipper 

to the good pocket left of the 

Sharkbait ledge then up to the big green pocket and onwards. A worthwhile eliminate. 
 
42 Sharkbait F6a * 
From the big ledge double dyno to the lip. 
 
43. Dolphin Arête F6b * 
SDS Climb arête by friable flake. 
 
 

Cod Nose 

44. Pinch of Salt F6a+ 
SDS LH Arête of block . No plinth 
 
45. Fishy Nostril F4+ 
Start RH side of sloping break, up left round the 
arête to finish 
 
46 Cod Nose Project  
Straight Up and Over the nose  
 
 

Around Back 

47.  Toilet Cubicle F6c 
At the back. From good undercuts in lower 
break slap up to rounded top then use slight 
runnel to top out. Savage 


